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AKNEL Group a.s., is a family company founded in 2005 with exclusively Czech capital. Thanks to our experience in 
the field of special lubricants, filtration, aerosol and particle separation, air conditioning, maintenance, machine 
production and locksmithing that we have acquired during our former operations in the market, we are rightly 
considered a „leader“. Given the high level of know-how in our products, we are also a holder of several patent 
trademarks. It is for this reason that we currently also have a broad portfolio of customers from the automotive 
and engineering industries. 

The main business activities of AKNEL Group a.s. are no longer focused exclusively on the Czech and Slovak 
Republics. We currently also have distributors in Hungary, Romania, Poland, Greece, Slovenia, the Nether-
lands and Germany. In 2018, we signed distribution contracts for Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Belarus, Russia  
and Ukraine. The company owns high-quality facilities in Chotoviny near Tábor, where it offers large warehouse 
and production facilities and has its own laboratory. In Planá nad Lužnicí, the company has large office spaces  
and assembly workshops designed for the production of aerosol separators and technological equipment with 
CNC machine tools designed for testing the company‘s own process fluids. 

AKNEL Group a.s. represents a unique combination of high-quality products and a wide range of services at  
optimal prices. The staff team of AKNEL Group a.s. regularly participates in specialized educational programs and 
training courses, which it then applies in practice and is thus able to provide its clients with professional tailored 
services with all the necessary qualifications according to their individual requirements. 

AKNEL Group a.s. is ready to provide you with the best and highest-quality services in the following areas:

›   SALE AND SERVICE OF INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS

›   SALE AND SERVICE OF TECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

›   LABORATORY TESTING OF PROCESS OILS AND  ( MICROTAP TTT )

›   PRECISION MACHINING, LOCKSMITHING AND METALWORKING 

›   FACILITY MANAGEMENT

›   SKIN PROTECTION AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS 

For all the mentioned activities, AKNEL Group provides high-quality and expert service that conforms to the legis-
lation of the Czech Republic and European Union. The company has the certificates ISO 9001:2001 and ISO 14001. 

On behalf of AKNEL Group a.s.
Ladislav Jirovský

Owner 

INTRODUCTORY WORD
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AKNEL INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS 

For at least 10 years now, AKNEL Group a.s. has been producing its own special industrial lubricants for  
machining processes. Machines of all world brands and manufacturers are filled with our products, and they 
are ranked among the broad competition in both Europe and Asia. From the very beginning, we have been wor-
king with several foreign partners in the area of development for the European market for industrial lubricants 
and base oils. Thanks to this partnership, we were able to take a leading position in the market for industrial 
lubricants. Our products meet the strictest requirements of world standards, and it is a priority of AKNEL 
Group to present products that are environmentally friendly and harmless to human health, on which it spends  
considerable funds.

that is the motto of the research and development department built 
by AKNEL Group in 2010. It is an entirely new centre, and consi-
derable financial amounts have been invested in development for  
a long time now. In the development of our process fluids and oils, 
we work with developers from all around the world. Our products 
have long been tested on our CNC machines in a testing facility, 
which is one of largest in the country in terms of its area and ma-
chinery. They are also tested on the state-of-the-art device Micro-
tap TTT-System PCA 4, and we are the only lubricant manufacturer  
in the Czech and Slovak Republics to own this device. The measure-
ment and evaluation results clearly indicate the direction we should 
take in our use of various additives in order to achieve the synergis-
tic and full use of our products‘ potential.

We regularly compare our results with our competitors, and  
the products of AKNEL are thus always at the forefront of perfor-
mance as compared to the competition. Before deployment, each 
of our products is tested on different types of materials in both  
forming and thread cutting tests. 

Other important tests that the products must undergo are corro-
sion tests and tests for rubbers and rubber seals. Corrosion tests 
in which the products are in contact with various metal materials 
and tests on metal shavings are carried out. The tests for rubbers 
and rubber seals are carried out by immersing the seals into the 
final product and regularly monitoring them for a period of at least 
3 months.

At present, AKNEL Group already has a stabilized product portfolio. 
Today, its products are used by leading manufacturers in the auto-
motive, mechanical engineering and steel industries. 

However, despite our wide range of products, we are often required 
to produce a tailor-made product for the customer. In such cases, 
we use our knowledge gathered over the years, rich experience,  
our own laboratories and our partnerships with several renowned 
figures and partners in Europe. 

Thanks to the quality of its products, AKNEL Group is thus able  
to expand into the pan-European market and provide its customers 
with the most optimal solutions of the highest quality.

RESOURCES ARE LIMITED, CREATIVITY IS NOT 

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N



AG FRIGUO®

Our wide range of products is developed on the basis of high-quality mineral oil and is designed for full-area appli-
cation for chip machining, including grinding. The products thus contain a base oil, emulsifiers, anti-corrosion 
additives and, in some cases, performance additives are used to increase performance. 

For products with a high performance in the machining of selected types of machined materials and their alloys, 
the products contain special EP/AW additives that support demanding machining processes, extend the service 
life of tools and create a layer that reduces the friction between the machined material and the tool in machining 
operations.

The selected products for finishing operations have excellent properties for grinding, lapping and even honing. 
Even with the low concentrations required for these finishing operations, excellent corrosion protection and,  
in particular, an excellent flushing ability are guaranteed.

SYNTHETIC FLUIDS

Products that do not contain mineral or vegetable oil, and are thus fully synthetic, are a modern trend in machining 
and eco-friendly operations. Today, these products are no longer intended only for grinding, which requires a com-
pletely translucent product, but also for chip machining, machining, honing and forming. By combining selected 
raw ingredients and additives, a high performance and low consumption can be achieved.

Water-dilutable process fluids for chip machining and grinding. They are semi-synthetic and synthetic products 
based on mineral oils without amines and boric acid, for which a long service life and the necessary technical 
properties are achieved. They are very economical in the production process, not only because of their purchase 
price but also their long service life. The occurrence of allergic reactions on the skin is minimized thanks to the 
use of selected ingredients. 

PROPERTIES OF PROCESS FLUIDS
>  finely dispersed - milk-based emulsions 

>  high stability, negligible losses through leakage 

>  highly resistant to microorganisms 

>  excellent cooling effect 

>  excellent filterability 

>  extremely low foaming even at high pump pressures 

>  environmentally friendly 

>  use with water of varying quality 

SERVICE PRODUCTS 

Process fluids or production operations for which it is not necessary to use and apply a service product do not exist. 
The entire system needs to be thoroughly cleaned and ridden of any micro-bacterial infection at least before a new 
product is deployed. It is in these cases that service products with a certain application and consequent effect need 
to be applied. Before the product is applied, you should always take heed of the instructions given in the product 
data sheets

04 A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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Product
Mineral

oil
Use

AG FRIGUO 333 ABF YES grinding, chip machining • GG, Fe, Al, (Cu)

AG FRIGUO 555 ABF YES chip machining • GG, Fe, Al, (Cu)

AG FRIGUO 666 ABF YES arduous chip machining • Fe, Al, (Cu)

AG FRIGUO 777 ABF YES arduous chip/chipless machining EP/AW • Al, Fe, (Cu)

Product
Mineral

oil
Use

AG FRIGUO 210 C YES grinding • Fe, GG

AG FRIGUO 320 C YES grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, GG

AG FRIGUO 430 C YES universal for grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, GG, Cr

AG FRIGUO 540 C YES universal for difficult chip machining • Fe, Cr, Al, GG

AG FRIGUO 630 C YES very difficult chip machining • Cr, Fe, Al

Product
Mineral

oil
Use

AG FRIGUO B 323 YES grinding and chip machining • GG, Fe, Al

AG FRIGUO B 553 YES universal fluid for grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, (Cu)

AG FRIGUO B 643 YES heavy duty chip machining • Fe, Al, (Cu)

AG FRIGUO FA 440 YES universal, Cu, Al, Fe

Product
Mineral

oil
Use

TROYSHIELD SC 1 500 – 1 500 ml/100 l system cleaner

ACTICIDE MV 14 10 – 35 ml/100 l tankside biocide 

AG 72 AN 10 – 60 ml/100 l antifoam

AG 95 SB 50 – 100 ml/100 l pH stabiliser

Product
Mineral

oil
Use

AG FRIGUO 215 H YES grinding • Fe, GG

AG FRIGUO 325 H YES grinding and light chip machining • Fe, GG, Al

AG FRIGUO 545 H YES heavy duty chip machining • Fe, Al

Product
Mineral

oil
Use

AG FRIGUO G 101 ABF NO grinding • Fe, GG

AG FRIGUO G 301 ABF NO grinding, chip machining • Fe, GG

AG FRIGUO G 649 NO arduous chip machining • Fe, GG, AL

AG FRIGUO X 101 ABF NO grinding • SK

AG FRIGUO G 301.N NO grinding, machining • Fe, Cr, GG, Al

AG FRIGUO G 201.P NO tube forming, grinding and machining • Fe

grinding from 3% machining from 4% difficult machining from 6% forming from 8%

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N
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AG MINUO®

Process oils for chip machining
Process oils for chip machining and grinding that are immiscible with water. The special properties of the individual 
types of oil depend on the composition and the interaction of the chemical substances and the type of base oil used. 
The products are characterized by the extension of tool service life, minimal evaporation, a lack of adverse effects 
on machine operators and minimal leakage. Products designed for the chip machining of all types of materials. 
Suitable for turning, threading and deep drilling. The selected products are equipped with EP/AW additives to sup-
port the most complex machining processes, such as the broaching and deep drilling of highly alloyed materials.

AG EXACUO®

Process oils for grinding and honing
Technologically developed products for precise finishing processes. They are equipped with special additives  
for reducing the formation of aerosol and excellent flushing. The desired surface and precision are thus ensured 
during finishing operations. 

AG RUSTOP®

Corrosion protection for both outdoor and indoor use. The product range offers a wide variety of products for both 
long-term and short-term preservation, as well as water-dilutable products with minimal layer formation on the 
surface of the parts being preserved. 

AG FORM®

Products for cold forming
Special process lubricants suitable for the chip-free production of parts. This method of production is current-
ly among the most economical and productive production methods. The forming, pressing and drawing oils are 
designed such that their use is minimized. Specialists are constantly developing and perfecting products for  
graphite-based swaging and aluminium die casting. Suitable for forming steel mouldings. The products contain  
a combination of EP additives, and in some cases, also active sulphur. None of the products contain chlorine  
in the form of short and medium-length chains.

Products for minimal lubrication
These products are used in the separation of material and in the actual machining of complex parts. Their advan-
tage is that the workpiece is completely dry after the machining process has finished, thus preventing losses 
caused by leakage onto workpieces.

Evaporative products
Suitable for pressing and easy moulding operations in which the workpiece requires rapid drying, or a finish,  
before its further use. 

Products for cutting
These products are used in the mass production of parts. The products are characterized by a high content  
of active EP ingredients, which ensure low tool wear and minimal burrs on manufactured parts.

A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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Product
Visc. 
40°C

Cu Use

AG FORM AL 246 42 1 preparation for minimum lubrication • Al

AG FORM FE 343 47 1 preparation for minimum lubrication • Fe

AG FORM AL 200 1,7 1 evaporative oil, forming, cutting • Al

AG FORM AL 200 B 2,5 1 evaporative oil, efficient forming, cutting • Al

AG FORM EF 052 1,9 1 evaporative oil, cutting • Al, Cu

AG FORM EF 072 2,5 1 evaporative oil, cutting, forming • Fe, Al, Cu

AG FORM CF 80 Y 80 1 cutting • Fe

AG FORM CF 130 X 130 4 cutting • Fe

AG FORM CF 260 247 4 cutting • Fe, Cr

AG FORM 25 W-S 450 2 forming, press forming and cutting water-miscible oil • Fe, Al

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Cu Use

AG MINUO 615 15 1 grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 620 20 1 grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 632 32 1 chip machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 713 13 1 deep drilling and machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 814 14 1 deep drilling, chip machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 824 24 1 arduous chip machining, hobbing and broaching• Fe, Al, Cu

AG MINUO 855  55 3 arduous chip machining, hobbing and broaching • Fe, Al

AG MINUO 912 12 3 heavy duty chip machining, forming, drawing • Fe

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Cu Use

AG EXACUO 304 5,5 1 grinding, honing • SK, Fe, Al

AG EXACUO 405 5 2 fine grinding and honing • Fe, Al

AG EXACUO 506 6 1 fully synthetic PAO based oil, grinding HM

AG EXACUO 509  9 1 grinding and chip machining • Fe, Al, Cu

AG EXACUO 608 8 1 power grinding, shape grinding • SK, Fe, AL

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Cu Use

AG MINUO C 940 43 1 deep drilling, broaching –arduous machining • Fe, Cr, Al, Cu

AG MINUO C 990 96 1 deep drilling, broaching – arduous machining • Fe, Cr, Al, Cu

AG MINUO C 9031  310 4 heavy duty chip machining, hobbing and broaching • Fe, Cr

AG MINUO C 9054 450 4 heavy duty chip machining, forming, press forming, drawing • Fe, Cr

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Term of protection Use

AG RUSTOP 189 6   min. 3 months / in conservation

AG RUSTOP 206 2,1   min. 6 months / in DWF – dewatering fluid

AG RUSTOP 312 3,1   min. 12 months / in DWF – dewatering fluid

AG RUSTOP 60 WE 60   min. 1 month / in water-miscible conservation

AG RUSTOP P-WP2 27   min. 3 months / in water-miscible conservation for welding

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N
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AG CLEAN®

These products are characterized by their high efficiency and their economical properties for degreasing, which  
is a very important part of the production process. They are designed for manual washing, parts washers and auto-
mated lines. When  selecting a product, it is always necessary not only to specify exactly what process the product 
will be used for, but also the types of materials that need to be degreased.

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Cu Use

AG CLEANER 56 1,6 1 cool cleaning preparation based on special hydrocarbons, no aromatics

AG CLEANER W-90 - 1 water miscible cleaner, warm applications • Fe, AL

AG CLEANER FLOOR - 3 water miscible cleaaner, industrial floor cleaning

AG CLEANER MACH - 1 water miscible machine cleaner, cold application

AG CLEANER UNI - 4 strong water miscible cleaner, cold and warm applications

AG CLEANER FE - 3 strong, water miscible cleaner, up to temperatures of 80°C

AG CLEANER AL - 1 water miscible cleaner for nonferrous materials, up to temperatures of 80°C

OTHER FLUIDS AND INDUSTRIAL OILS 

AG WAYLUBE®

Products for lubricating sliding and guiding surfaces. By using high-quality base oil and a combination of special 
additives, a high lubrication performance was achieved and the „STICK-SLIP“ effect was avoided. They are opti-
mally suited for use with „AG“ water-miscible process fluids, as no emulsification in liquids occurs in this case. 

Product
Visc. 
40°C

Class Use

AG WAYLUBE         
46, 68,100, 150, 220

46, 68,
100,150

220
CGLP

Oils for slide-ways, made from top-quality base oils in compliance with DIN 51502.
They allow smooth and precise movement of machinery parts. No „STICK-SLIP“ effect.

AG FOUNDRY PRODUCTS
Die casting is the most important technology for the production of aluminium castings. The principle of production 
is the injection of a molten alloy into the cavity of the metal mould under high pressure. Under these conditions,  
it is necessary to ensure sufficient abrasion resistance between the walls of the mould and the final products. 
These requirements are met by the products we have developed, which provide everything that customers and 
process technologies require. 

Product Use

AG HFC 138  non-flammable hydraulic fluid based on glycols

AG FRIGUO G 10 KM  cooling/washing Al casts

AG FRIGUO G 20 KM  cooling/washing Al casts, low foaming

A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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INDUSTRIAL OILS
These lubricants are used for maintenance of machinery. If all the machines function and run for 100 %, we are 
not confronted with any problems during the production process. Therefore, we impose very strict requirements 
on inputs, materials and final oils and lubricants. Our top-quality products are based on good-quality refined crude 
oils which contain specific components (high-pressure components, antioxidants, anticorrosive components, we-
ar-resistant components, antifoam components, etc.).  We offer a wide range of industrial oils with all the required 
viscosity properties (the following viscosity classes: CLP, HLP, HVLP, H-LPD, VBL, VCL, VDL, etc.). We offer multi-
functional and special products too.

A range of products we produce consists of much more products that mentioned above. We produce all standard industrial lubricants 
of C-class, HLP-class, H-LPD-class, HVLP-class, and CLP-class. We produce more types of industrial lubricants. 

The complete range of our products available on demand.

Product
ISO     
VG

Class Use

HM
10, 22, 32,
46, 68, 100

10
22
32
46
68

100

HLP
Hydraulic oils with anti-aging additives, anticorrosive and high-resistance constituents, 
and de-emulgation agents. Hydraulic HLP oils in compliance with DIN 51524-2
(10, 22, 32 – in winter, 32, 46 – all-year-long, 68, 100 – in summer).

HV
32, 46, 68

32
46
68

HVLP
Strong refined crude oils with anti-wear, anti-oxidation, anticorrosive and antifoam additives 
in compliance with DIN 51502, 51524 (32 – in winter, 32, 46 – all-year-long, 68 – in summer).

H-LPD
22, 32, 46, 68

22
32
46
68

HLPD
Hydraulic oils, HM-class, they allow water dispersion, dispersion of oxidation impurities 
and other additives in compliance with DIN 51524-2 
(22, 32 – in winter, 32, 46 – all-year-long, 68 – in summer).

HM
22 ZF, 32 ZF

32
46

HLP 
CLP

Hydraulic oils with anti-ash additives, anti-scratch oil in compliance with DIN 51524-2. 
Higher class and better quality than standard HM-class (HLP).

Product
ISO     
VG

Class Use

OL
10, 22, 32,
46, 68, 100

10
22
32
46
68

100

HL
CL

Hydraulic and circulatory (machine) oils with anti-aging additives, anticorrosive 
and high-resistance constituents. Hydraulic HL oils in compliance 
with DIN 51524-1 and circulatory 

Product
ISO     
VG

Class Use

GEAR
100, 150, 220,
320, 460

100
150
220
320
460

CLP
Industrial gear oils based on crude oils, friction eliminators.
They comply with DIN 51517-3 CLP.

Product
ISO     
VG

Class Use

MULTI
46, 68, 100,
150, 220

100
150
220
320
460

CGLP 
HLP 
CLP

Multifunction oils, they meet CGLP, HLP and CLP standards, they comply with DIN 51502. 
They can be used if fillings mix and blend in a machine or if products have to be unified.

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N
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FACILITY MANAGEMENET

The facility management can be applied to two different categories of potential users. Investors and associati-
ons of developers make the first category. Owners of industrial objects and companies make the second group. 
Larger companies with a lot of employees make the main facility management target group.

WHAT IS THE FACILITY MANAGEMENT?
The facility management is a new discipline and method. In fact, it is as old as the human race. Single words have 
the following meaning: facility means a simplicity, skills, advantage, and suitable device. Management means  
a leadership, administration, control. The facility management has a lot of world’s famous definitions. Howe-
ver, there is not any exact term in Czech. All the definitions are based on various modifications of the original 
IFMA association’s definition: it is a company‘s method how to harmonize the working environment, workers  
and employees and working activities. It involves business administration principles, architecture principles,  
and humanity and technical sciences. Via this method, companies and organisations save money and cut costs  
(by 30 % at maximum).

THE FACILITY MANAGEMENT GOALS
Every company aims at fluent business running. The smaller the company, the easier its administration  
and business. A problem appears, if a company’s importance and sales increase. In such case, smart business  
administration becomes a crucial point. The company’s employees and management need to be provided with  
particular services so as they can fulfil working tasks. Such services are represented by a company’s facility – they form  
the optimal working environment in the company. Such services include e.g. the optimal usage of technologies, 
providing top-quality services. The facility management deals with all these services and activities. The facility 
manager provides the company with the optimal mix of services for the minimum price and costs. 

There is a well-known definition: the Facility Management focuses on strengthening the processes within the  
company that enhance the employees‘ working performance and they contribute to the company’s economic 
growth and the company’s overall commercial success.

Nowadays, providing customers with demanded products is not sufficient anymore. Customers demand products 
and services that are closely related. Therefore, we offer you services and custom-made service packages.

A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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TOTAL FLUID MANAGEMENT

It is a kind of complex solution for industrial liquids, oils and all kinds of lubricants. Customers are provided 
with this kind of service in their own companies. In fact, it means an external company takes over the compa-
ny’s oil industry administration. The external organisation provides the company with a package of services: 
order placement, distribution and supply, machinery filling, evidence of revenues and expenses. Thanks to this 
external package of service, the company becomes more efficient in use of lubricants, it reduces the amount 
of expenditures for lubricants, machinery repairs and maintenance. The external company issues an invoice 
for provided services once a month. TFM is a philosophy based on top-quality consulting and advisory services.

MODERN SERVICES
The external company must provide its clients with a complex package of services but it must adapt them  
to customers‘ needs and requirements (custom-made services). Therefore, the provided package of services 
is divided into single blocks. Customers can use any of these blocks and combine them as they need and require 
at the moment. Customers determine a framework of their cooperation with the external organisation. Customers 
keep a good and permanent track of expenses in this way. Check is crucial. The customer must follow and inspect 
the external organisation in order to check the production process and meet the company’s production targets. 
TFM is divided into four levels. Customers determine a content and framework of the external cooperation as they 
put single blocks together. 

>  LEVEL 1   TFM Free - products are distributed and supplied by the external company   

>  LEVEL 2   TFM Basic - products and services are adm. and managed by the external company

>  LEVEL 3   TFM Medium - optimization of products and product care have been launched

>  LEVEL 4   TFM Optimum - custom-made optimization of expenses and production processes

BUILDING BLOCKS

M
Cleaning machines, 
conveyors and tanks

 J
Devices and 

tech. equipment

K
Management, qu-

ality assurance

 L
Software

 F
Disposal

G
Washing 

machines

 H
Products 

and Goods

I
Documentation 
and evaluation

 A
Measurement, 

maintenance and 
documentation

B
Replacement 
of products

 C
Oil service fulfil-
ment inspection

D
 Filters, filtration 

materials

E
Storage 

intake / output

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N
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TFM - FREE CONSIGNMENT STOCK

A consignment stock is one of the provided external services. It can reduce customer’s expenses for product 
storage. The customer’s (contractor’s) goods are stored in the consignment stock. The consignment stock is 
different from common stocks and storage. Goods are received and handed over within the consignment stocks. 
The customer (contractor) fills the consignment stock with goods (according to the optimal plan of stock filling 
and movement of goods in the stock). The external organisation hands over the goods and provides the con-
tractor with a material delivery note.The external organisation invoices the customer for delivered material 
and products – for every single delivery or they issue a summary invoice for delivered material and products in 
the previous month. There must be an evidence of delivery (a delivery note). Separate orders are not necessary 
in the consignment stocks. There is a document called „a stock inventory“ or a document called „a requisition 
and issue slip“. 

COMPLEX SERVICE PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH CUSTOMER NEEDS OF EACH SUBCONTRACT
>  Stock management – receiving goods, delivery of goods

>  Emulsion - tank filling, check, data and figure measuring and corrections

>  Oils – filling and supplies

>  Monitoring – regular analyses and evaluations of products

>  Register and records - register of data and figures, inventory of modifications, 

    everyday consumption inventory (every company, centre, machine and product is registered)

    - SDC+ (Secure Data Control) software. Customers can access the data via Internet.

>  Filters, filtration material – deliveries and supplies, storage, replacement

>  Washing machines - filling, inspection, replacement

>  Optimization - consolidation of products, selection, the optimal product range proposal

>  Recycling – regular emulsion and oil filtration 

>  Appliances and devices – distribution of necessary technological equipment and tools

>  Management – regular and permanent coordination, exchange of information about provided services

>  Waste disposal – waste disposed by contractual partners

>  Invoicing – once a month

DIRECT TFM ADVANTAGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
>  reduction of maintenance costs

>  professional care, personnel – well-trained professionals 

>  one supplier ensures the distribution and delivery of products as a whole

>  no proper stock reserves

>  invoicing for real consumed products once a month

>  optional company / centre / machine / product consumption check

>  working fluid lifetime optimization

>  proper employees are involved in the production process

>  consumption is controlled and checked online

A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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SECURE DATA CONTROL

STATISTICS AND INVENTORY

SDC+ is a specialised SW program for machinery inventory, inventory of stock reserves, and an inventory  
of receiving and delivering goods. It can involve much more data about the TFM activities. Nowadays, these acti-
vities could not be done properly without such SW. The SW data and outputs are used for the production process 
settings, detection of consumption anomalies, the optimal stock reserve settings and evaluation of the TFM 
economic impacts (positive or negative).

DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS

A precise inventory of stocks is an advantage of this SW program. It provides information about the stock receipt 
and stock dispatch, about the distribution of goods, etc. It provides exact figures every day, several years bac-
kwards.

STATISTICS AND FIGURES PER MONTH / PER YEAR
>  Total consumption of products: companies / centre

>  Single consumption of products: companies / centre

>  Products consumed by one machine

>  Products consumed by particular machines

>  Personal imaging and display

EVIDENCE
>  Database of the company’s machinery 

    used by the company’s centres

>  All kinds of filling agents for a particular machine

>  Receipt and dispatch of goods

>  Inventory of stock reserves

>  Minimum stock reserves

>  Daily maintenance of machinery lubricants

>  Maintenance of machinery filters

>  Maintenance of machinery spare parts

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N
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CLEANING MACHINERY SERVICE

It is a very important part of the TFM. Companies cleaning their plants and working spaces regularly and properly 
save a lot of money (their machineries do not need repairs or servicing). It was very different in the past. Nowa-
days, it is evident that investments in machinery cleaning save a lot of money. The machinery cleaning is involved  
in the machinery maintenance and servicing, or in the machinery operations. We use high-pressure technologies, 
highly-efficient strong vacuum cleaners and hot water or steam.

LIST OF SERVICES
>  Cleaning of tanks of machinery and devices

>  Cleaning of machine tools (interior and working space)

>  Cleaning of conveyor belts and freeders

>  Preparation of tanks before change of fluids

>  Tank filling with fluids 

>  Filtration of working fluids

>  Cleaning of machinery surroundings after machine 

    working fluid filling

A K N E L  I N D U S T R I A L  L U B R I C A N T S
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OIL SERVICE

It includes all the customer’s oil management activities and services. The oil service activities focus on process  
supervision, they improve the process supervision. They check the machinery greasing and working fluids in the  
machinery tanks. These are e.g. hydraulic oils, slide oils, spindle oils, etc. Cutting oil and grinding oil treatment 
and cleaning are also included in this kind of service. Regular oil inspections are essential and must be carried out,  
machinery tanks must be filled with oil regularly (in compliance with schedules), samples must be collected and  
analysed. Oil filtration is also essential. Inventory is crucial.

OIL FILTRATION
It is a kind of economical comfortable oil management service. Anytime we clean oil and remove all impurities 
and dirt from it, we save the company’s money. Oil and lubricant cleanliness is essential and has an indirect  
environmental effect. Oil filtration is based on removal of tiny solid particles from oil. Such tiny solid particles can 
damage the machinery (hydraulic system, valves). They are stuck in filters. They can cause a leak from a closed 
circle as well. Water must be removed from oil too. Water occurs naturally in oil (it absorbs moisture from the air). 
Water can occur artificially in oil too (use of working fluids in the machinery).

>  REMOVAL OF IMPURITIES AND WATER 
>  Filtration

>  Centrifugation

>  SAMPLE COLLECTING – DETERMINATION OF BASIC PARAMETERS
>  Impurity content 

>  Water content

>  Viscosity

Thanks to a complex analysis, we can make a proposal of follow-up procedures and follow the procedures. 
Our customer’s complete satisfaction is our main goal.

F R O M  I D E A  T O  R E A L I Z A T I O N



JOINT EFFORTS TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL

We develop, produce and gather our independent systems, central systems and complete solutions for the  
processing industry – and we follow a method called „All in one hand“. We offer a lot of traditional and modern 
technologies of filtration, and machining chip handling in the following sectors: filtration of fluids, chip handling 
and removal, oil fog elimination, oil and dust removal.

OUR CAPACITIES

>  PROCESS FLUID MIXING EQUIPMENT
It is intended for preparation of water-miscible cooling and cutting fluids. 
It ensures mineral and synthetic emulsions are dosed properly, in requi-
red ratios, without electric energy. Sequential smooth regulation and fluid 
blending and mixing by the machine – these are the biggest advantages 
of this equipment.

>  VACUUM CLEANER
It has a strong position in chip machining domain. It is used for pumping 
old cooling emulsions, sediments, chips and small impurities off. It is 
also used for removal of trap oils from the emulsion surface.

>  BELT SEPARATORS OF TRAP OILS
They are intended for an easy and efficient removal of trap oils from the 
cooling emulsion surface. Such cooling emulsions are filled into tanks 
of conventional machine tools and CNC machines as well. The cooling 
emulsions clean themselves, any microorganisms do not emerge or re-
produce in them. Their lifetime is extended, they contribute to a trouble-
-free production process and they are more environmental-friendly. Oil 
emerging on a waste water surface can be also separated and removed.

>  FILTRATION FIBRES AND PATRON FILTERS
Filtration fibres are used if machining chips and impurities must be sepa-
rated from the cooling fluid. Belt filters and drum filters are equipped with 
filtration fibres. They filter cooling emulsions, grinding, honing, cutting, 
rolling and drawing oils, cleaning and degreasing mixtures. A type of fil-
tration fibre determines a performance capacity and economical charac-
teristics of the filtration device. Spark plug filters are highly efficient in 
impurity absorption in low pressure and low temperature. They are easily 
changeable and can be purchased for affordable prices.
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